8th Global Confucius institutes Conference

“Step together to join cultures and people“
"We are proud of our friendship with China" - President of the Republic of Belarus Alexander Lukashenko
Cooperation with the People’s Republic of China in the field of Higher education and Science

Directions

1. Education
2. Research
3. Information exchange
4. Joint actualization of scientific and technical projects, implementation of developed products into economy
5. Establishing of joint ventures
6. Establishing of joint Innovation Centers

The cooperation of Belarusian State University with Chinese People’s Republic is actualized within the range of the Agreement between the Ministry of Education of Republic of Belarus and Ministry of Education of Chinese People’s Republic, as well as in accordance with the partner agreements between BSU and educational and research institutions of China.
Confucius institute at the Belarusian State University was established in 2006 in order to foster deep understanding of China and the Chinese culture among Belarusian young generation and enhance the friendly relationship between Belarus and China.

Chinese Partner: Dalian University of Technology
Belarusian State University

The leading university in Belarus.
Established on October 30, 1921

Webometrics Ranking of the World Universities – 595
The – QS World University Rankings – 501-550
CIS countries Ranking – 4
BSU today:

38,000 trainees, 30,000 students in 58 specialties
2620 foreign trainees (including 890 Chinese students)

• 24 faculties
• lyceum
• college
• 3 scientific-experimental stations
• 4 research institutes
• 106 research laboratories
• 8 scientific research centers
• 8 innovative enterprises

Total staff: 7,800
Including:
Teaching staff
2,550
Scientific manpower and research engineers
1,600
Doctors of Science
300
Candidates of Science (Ph. D.)
1,500

11 academicians of the National Academy of Sciences of Belarus work at the BSU.
The Confucius Institute of Sinology at the Belarusian State University

High level state bodies of Belarus and China firmly support activity of the Confucius Institute
Basic activity of the Confucius Institute of Sinology

September 2013, Member of the Standing Committee of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee of CPC Mr. Liu Yunshan visited Confucius Institute at BSU

(Central Political Bureau Standing Committee, Central Secretariat)

- Support and expansion of Chinese language and culture
- Organization of scientific conferences, information and culturological actions
- Edition of the periodical «Belarus – China»
- Preparation and edition of scientific, educational, popular and methodical literature on the problems of sinology and two-sided relationship of Belarus and China

Counsellor of the State Council of PRC, Director General of HANBAN Mrs. Xu Lin is conferred the Honour Professor of BSU
Basic activity of the Confucius Institute of Sinology

Traditional Chinese Cuisine – 中国菜
Traditional Chinese painting –  国画

Master classes:
• Chinese knots braiding - 中国结
• Traditional Chinese art of out of paper cutting - 剪纸
• Calligraphy - 书法
«Confucius China Studies Program»
Joint Ph. D. Fellowship
Joint post-graduate School between BSU and Harbin University of Science and Technology

15 post-graduate students are studied on the joint post-graduate courses in 2008-2013

12 students defended the dissertation theses

100 % defence at the faculties of Radio Physics and Computer Technologies, Applied Mathematics and Informatics, Philology
Sino-Belarusian Innovation Center

The Founders: Belarusian State University and Science and Technology Bureau, People’s Government of Harbin
Established in 2010
Thank you for your time!